RUSSIAN LGBT SPORT FEDERATION
Russia, Moscow

Football tournament regulations
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1. Place and time
Football tournament is a part of “Russian Open Games”.
Date of the tournament – 26.02 – 02.03.2014.
Location – Russia, Moscow.
2. Management of the tournament
General management and control of the tournament is performed by the
organization committee: chair of the committee – Egorova Yulia.
3. Tournament participants
Teams formed according to the geographical principle, are welcome to
participate.
Players who have professional football contracts at present or during last two
years are not allowed.
The team has to submit the submission form to the organization committee.
It may contain no more than 10 players.
In case, the team does not have enough players or a single player requests
to participate in the tournament, the organizing committee will seek the
possibility to form a mixed team for participation in the tournament and/or
will add this player to the team that has less than 10 players.
4. Tournament rules
The tournament between women teams has two divisions: «We are strong!»
(for experienced teams) and «We are fun!» (for teams with low experience).
Belonging to the division is selected be team captain during the filling of
submission form.
The tournament between men teams has one division.
Games in each division have rotation system.
The tournament is carried out according to the general mini-football rules.
The match is to be played by two teams, which include no more than 5
players each. One of the players is the goalkeeper.
Two 10-minute rounds are played with a 5-minute break.
All field players must play in uniform for with permanent numbers (these
numbers are stated in the protocol).
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All of the matches are played with the ball № 4.
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5. Refereeing
The referees are approved by the organization committee.
The refereeing is in accordance with the official mini-football rules FIFA.
Before the beginning of the tournament the referees have to announce the
general rules of the game to the captains.
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6. Winner determination and awards
The places are determined according to the sum of points, received in games
head-to-head.
The points are assigned as follows: win – 3 points, tie – 1 point, lose – 0
points.
Additional terms, when the points are equal:
1. Game results – number of points;
2. Game results – difference between the scored and missed goals;
3. Total difference between the scored and missed goals in all of the
games;
4. Total goals scored in all of the games;
5. The difference in the rules deviations in all of the games by each
team.
In case of tie during the regular time of the final matches, played for the
3rd-4th and 1st-2nd places, series of 6-meter shots are assigned acoording
to the mini-football rules.
The winning team is awarded with the cup; the prize winners receive medals
and diplomas of the relevant grades.
Additionally, the best defender of the tournament, the best shooter and the
best goalkeeper are also awarded.
7. Participants’ expenses
The tournament fee is 4 000 rubles from one team or 500 rubles from a
single player.
Expenses, such as traveling fee, accommodation, and food, have to be paid
by the team members.
The organization committee may also organize free accommodation for the
team members, in case of timely request.

The organization committee has the rights to make changes to the
paragraph 4 Tournament rules in case, it will be necessary after the
submission of all players.
Note! The submission form has to be submitted to the organization
committee before the 15.02.2014.
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This document is an official invitation for the tournament participants.

Contacts:
Duty

Name

Chair of the committee Egorova Yulia

Phone

e-mail

+7-905-5245223

y_yegorova@mail.ru
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